216.001

MAX KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET

Kaminsky (t), Jackie Gleason, Clyde Jombardi

Jackie Gleason’s Train Car, Launching a new Gleason TV show

1962

216.002

MAX KAMINSKY NAVY BAND GROUP PHOTO

Kaminsky, first row, far right
216.003

MAX KAMINSKY WITH TRUMPET

Publicity photo

216.004

MAX KAMINSKY HEADSHOT

Autographed

1958 or later (from bio. info. on reverse)

216.005

MAX KAMINSKY HEADSHOT

Autographed

1958 or later (from bio. info. on reverse)
216.006

MAX KAMINSKY HEADSHOT

Autographed

1958 or later (from bio. info. on reverse)

216.007

CONDON AND COLE GROUP PHOTO

L-R: Dave Tough, Eddie Condon, Cozy Cole, unknown

Photographer: Charles Peterson

216.008

WINGY MANONE PLAYING TRUMPET

Photographer: Charles Peterson
BAND PERFORMING

Red Allen (second trumpet from left), Zutty Singleton (drums),
Hot Lips Page (trumpet, behind guitarist), Billy Butterfield
(trumpet, right), Earl Hines (piano)
Photographer: Charles Peterson

KAHINSKY AND HUCKO PERFORMING

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Peanuts Hucko (clarinet)

KAHINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Peanuts Hucko (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack
Lesberg (bass), Ralph Sutton (piano), Jack Teagarden
(trombone)
1947- Famous Door, 52nd Street NYC
KAMINSKY LAUGHING WITH CLARK TERRY

Max Kaminsky (left), Terry (right)
October 2, 1971- Tokyo, Japan
Photographer: Katsuji Abe

KAMINSKY ONSTAGE WITH OTHERS

L-R: Sam Margolis Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Bobby Pring
1983- Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC

MARTY NAPOLEON AT PIANO

Publicity Photo for Associated Booking
Photographer: James J. Kriegmann
216.015

KAMINSKYPOSED WITH FAN
Max Kaminsky (right), fan
July 13, 1981

216.016

KAMINSKYPOSED WITH FAN
Max Kaminsky (right), fan
July 13, 1981

216.017

KAMINSKY WITH GRENARI
Max Kaminsky (right), Jhonney Grenari (left)
1983- Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC
KING AND QUEEN OF THAILAND GREETED BY KAMINSKY AND OTHERS

King, Queen, Max Kaminsky (far left), Jack Teagarden (right of Kaminsky), others
1958

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH OTHERS

Brad Gowans (trombone), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Dave Tough (drums)
1947
Photographer: Otto Hess

TOMMY DORSEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Max Kaminsky (right of woman), Tommy Dorsey (standing), orchestra
1936- Steel Pier
Photographer: Duncan Schiedt (reproduced photo)
216.021

KAMINSKY WITH THE SUMMA CUM LAUDE BAND

L-R: Pete Peterson (bass), Morey Feld (drums), Brad Gowans (trombone), Dave Bowman (piano), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Eddie Condon (guitar)

1940- The Brick Club

Photographer: Otto Hess

216.022

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Bob Wilder (clarinet)

New Orleans

216.023

DAN MOBY “MR. DYNAMITE” PROMOTIONAL PHOTO

L-R: Max Kaminsky, Dan Moby, Bobby Hackett

Fall of 1969 or 1970- Japan
TOMMY DORSEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA


1935

Photographer: Brown Brothers

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

L-R: Joe Dixon, George Wettling, Max Kaminsky, Jack Lesberg, Fred Ohms

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

L-R: Jerry Fuller (clarinet), Ronnie Greb (drums), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack Teagarden (trombone), Don Ewell (piano)

January 6, 1959- USIS Information Center Concert, Seoul

Photographer: USIS Photo
MAX KAMINSKY WITH FAN

Kaminsky (right), Gary Hermalyn (fan at left)

May 13, 1973- Poe Park Festival, NY

Inscribed: “The Inimitable Max Kaminsky with Gary Hermalyn, his most avid fan”

MAX KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

(worn snapshot)

Kaminsky (trumpet), Willie the Lion Smith (piano), Rod Cless (clarinet)

1944- Pied Piper

Photographer: Fife

BIX BEIDERBECKE, SMILING WITH HORN

Photographer: Brown Brothers
216.030

KAMINSKY SERENADING RUBBER WORKERS IN FIELD

Kaminsky (trumpet), female rubber workers, child
1958 or 1959- Far East Tour, Malaya

216.031

JACK TEAGARDEN JAZZ SEXTET PERFORMING

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack Teagarden (trombone), Ronnie Greb (drums), Jerry Fuller (clarinet), Don Ewell (piano)
January 7, 1959- Municipal Theater, Seoul
Photographer: USIS Photo

216.032

JACK TEAGARDEN JAZZ SEXTET PERFORMING

L-R: Jerry Fuller (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Ronnie Greb (drums), Jack Teagarden (trombone)
January 21, 1959- Okinawa, Japan
Photographer: A. DeMarco (Official Marine Corps Photo)
216.033

**PEE WEE RUSSELL PLAYING CLARINET, CLOSE UP**

Inscribed: “Best Wishes Pee Wee Russell”

216.034

**PEE WEE RUSSELL AND MILT HINTON PERFORMING**

Russell (clarinet), Hinton (bass)

Photographer: Jack Bradley

216.035

**TRIO AT MICROPHONE**

L-R: Bobby Hackett, Clark Terry, Max Kaminsky

Photographer: Katsuji Abe
Kaminsky serenading rubber workers in field
Kaminsky (trumpet), male, female rubber workers
1958 or 1959- Far East Tour, Malaya

Young Kaminsky in group photo
Max Kaminsky (at left), Axel Stordahl, Dave Tough, Bud Freeman, Jack Leonard
1936- Golf Club; Dallas, Texas

Jack Teagarden sextet performing
Kaminsky (horn at left), Jack Teagarden (trombone), Ronnie Greb (drums), unknown (sax), Don Ewell (piano)
1958 or 1959- Far East Tour
JACK BROWN’S ORCHESTRA GROUP PHOTO (small)

Front Row, L-R: Bucky Stoller, Max Kaminsky (cornet), Martin Bennett, Jimmy Fitzpatrick. Back Row, L-R: Bert Cohen, Al McLeter, Jack Brown, Lou Rosenthal, Elliot Daniels

1920s? Boston?

Photographer: Joe Falk

See: 216.056 for 8X10

KAMINSKY POSED IN NAVY UNIFORM

1940s

TOMMY DORSEY BAND POSED GROUP PHOTO (fragile)

L-R: Dorsey, Edith Wright, Max Kaminsky, Dave Tough, Mesrio, Stoltz, Picorino, Carmen Mastren, Skolnick, unknown, Dick, Bud Freeman, Axel Stordhal, Joe Bauer, Jack Leonard, Joe Dixon, Gene Traxler

1930s- Steel Pier Stadium; Atlantic City, NJ

Photographer: Central Studios
BOBBY HACKET GAZING OUT BOAT WINDOW

November 1971- Traitee Park?

COZY COLE (POSSIBLY) AT DRUMS

Small snapshot

KAMINSKY POSED NEXT TO STATUE ON MOUNTAIN TOP

1958-1959- Far East Tour; Moulmein, Burma

See: My Life in Jazz, p.227
216.045

**ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING**

Artie Shaw (clarinet at forefront), Kaminsky (obscured), band members

1942-1944

216.046

**ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING**

Artie Shaw (clarinet at forefront), band members

1942-1944

216.047

**KAMINSKY EMBRACING DIZZY GILLESPIE**

Max Kaminsky (left), Dizzy Gillespie (right), Bobby Hackett (with trumpet, back to camera)

1971 or 1972- Japan

Photographer: Katsuji Abe
DON EWELL ONSTAGE AT PIANO

Ewell (piano), Max Kaminsky (at right, back to camera),
audience
1958 or 1959?- Far East Tour

BIX BEIDERBECKE CLASS PHOTO FROM CHILDHOOD

Beiderbecke (boy at far right), male, female classmates
1918- Tyler School?

BOBBY HACKETT ON JAPANESE STREET CORNER

1970- Japan
KAMINSKY POSED IN LADIES HAT AND SCARF

June 1969- Far East Tour

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH CONDON’S BAND

L-R: Eddie Condon (guitar), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Peanuts Hucko (sax), George Wettling (drums), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack Lesberg (bass), Freddie Ohms (trombone)

1940s or 1950s- Eddie Condon’s Club, NYC

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

L-R: Rod Cless (clarinet), Bob Haggart (bass), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Mac McGrath (drums), Joe Springer (piano), Frank Orchard (trombone), James P. (audience member)

1944-Pied Piper Club; Barrow St. NYC
KAMINSKY WITH FRIENDS AT TABLE
L-R: Benny “McCann,” Eddie Condon, Gloria, Max Kaminsky, Claude Thornhill, unknown woman, Jack Lesberg
August 17, 1944

RED NICHOLS BAND GROUP PHOTO
1929- Amusement Park; Hartford or Worcester Mass.

JACK BROWN’S ORCHESTRA GROUP PHOTO
Front Row, L-R: Bucky Stoller, Max Kaminsky (cornet), Martin Bennett, Jimmy Fitzpatrick. Back Row, L-R: Bert Cohen, Al McLeter, Jack Brown, Lou Rosenthal, Elliot Daniels
1920s?- Boston?
Photographer: Joe Falk
216.057

**KAMINSKY, GRINNING, HOLDING TRUMPET**

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Rod Cless (clarinet)

Photographer: Ed Phyfe

216.058

**KAMINSKY POSED WITH BAND MEMBERS**

Marshall Brown (trombone), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Sal Pace (clarinet)

1970s- Bryant Park

216.059

**KAMINSKY WITH DICK CARY**

Cary (left), Max Kaminsky (right)
JAMES P. JOHNSON AT PIANO, DETAIL OF HANDS

Pied Piper Club; Barrow St. NYC

Photographer: Ed Phyfe

EDDIE CONDON SMOKING CIGARETTE OUTSIDE CLUB

1947

KAMINSKY POSED WITH GRAUSO AND HIS YOUNG SON WHO HAVE SWITCHED INSTRUMENTS

L-R: Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Cliff Leeman (drums), Joe Grauso’s son (real trombone), Joe Grauso (toy trombone), Jack Fay (bass)
KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET

Max Kaminsky, band members
Photographer: Dunc Butler

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Ray Coniff (trombone), Rod Cless (clarinet)
Blue Note Record Date
Photographer: Blue Note Records

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Ray Coniff (trombone), Rod Cless (clarinet)
Blue Note Record Date
Photographer: Blue Note Records
216.066

KAMINSKY, SHIRTLESS DESCENDING HILLSIDE

May 1943- Noumea, New Caldonia

216.067

ARTIE SHAW’S NAVY BAND PERFORMING

Shaw (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet, far right)

July 16, 1943- On Island tour, aboard USS Curtis

216.068

MAX KAMINSKY AND HIS DIXIELAND BAND

PERFORMING

Kaminsky (trumpet), Band members

Child’s Restaurant; 43rd St. NYC
216.069

EDDIE CONDON AND OTHERS BACKSTAGE

L-R: Condon, Johnny Windhurst, Ernie Anderson

Backstage at Town Hall

Photographer: Skipp Adelman

216.070

AERIAL PHOTO OF KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH CONDON’S BAND IN AUDITORIUM

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Eddie Condon (guitar), George Wettling (drums), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Jack Lesberg (bass), Freddie Ohms (trombone), pianist obscured

Town Hall Concert

Photographer: Skipp Adelman

216.071

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Ray Diehl (trombone), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet)
216.072

**KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND**

L-R: Charlie Queener (piano), Ernie Caceras (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), unknown drummer Joe Grauso (trombone), Cutty Cutshall (bass)

216.073

**KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND**

Jack Bland (guitar), Mezz Mezzrow (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet, face obscured), Pops Foster (bass), Kansas Fields (drums), unknown trombone

Scarsdale High School

216.074

**KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND**

Jack Bland (guitar), Rod Cless (clarinet), Sid Jacobs (bass), Danny Alvin (drums), Ray Coniff (trombone), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Art Hodes (piano)
216.075

**ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING**

Shaw (at front, holding clarinet), band members, dancers

1942-1944- New Zealand

216.076

**KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND IN A CARRIAGE**

Max Kaminsky (cornet), other musicians

1972- Vienna, Austria

216.077

**KAMINSKY STANDING IN OPEN FIELD**

June 1969- Far East Tour
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
L-R: John Fields (bass), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (cornet), Buzzy Drootin (drums)
Maxie’s Club; Huntington Ave. Boston, MA
Photographer: Robert Parent

KAMINSKY WITH OTHERS
L-R: Jack Lesberg, Peanuts Hucko, Max Kaminsky
June 1969

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
L-R: Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Ray Diehl (trombone)
KAMINSKY AT MICROPHONE, HOLDING TRUMPET

Kaminsky, audience members

1956- College Jam Session

KAMINSKY AND TEAGARDEN AT MICROPHONE

Don Ewell (piano), Jerry Fuller (clarinet), unknown bass, Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack Teagarden (trombone), Ronnie Greb (drums)

1958-1959?- Far East Tour

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

L-R: Cecil Scott (clarinet), Arthur Trappier (drums), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Dick Cary (piano)
Kaminsky at Microphone, Singing

Max Kaminsky (mic), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet)

Artie Shaw’s Navy Band Performing

Kaminsky (possibly middle trumpeter?), Artie Shaw (standing at front), audience members

July 16, 1943

Bix Beiderbecke Croquet Team Photo

Beiderbecke (seated, bottom right), male, female team members
KAMINSKY HOLDING TRUMPET, SINGING
Kaminsky, band members, audience
Noon Time Concert at Bryant Park, NYC
Photographer: Robert Rothberg

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
Kaminsky (trumpet), band members, audience
Noon Time Concerts at Bryant Park, NYC
Photographer: Robert Rothberg

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
Kaminsky (trumpet), band members, audience
Noon Time Concerts at Bryant Park, NYC
Photographer: Robert Rothberg
MEMBERS OF ARTIE SHAW’S NAVY BAND POSED FOR PHOTO

L-R: Rocky Colucci, Joe Agloria, Max Pierce, Ralph Lapolis, Barney Speaker, Dave Rose, Tasso Harris, Eddie Hoffman, Dave Tough, Harold Wax, Max Kaminsky (trumpet)
July 1943- New Hebrides, South Pacific
Inscribed: “To Maxie Good Luck Always and Keep Tootin’ Sweet, Sincerely, Eddie (Manu) Hoffman”

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET

Bergamo, Italy
Photography: Cairati s. caterina, 81 Bergamo, Italy

ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING

Shaw (standing at front)
1942-1944
216.093

KAMINSKY PLAYING CORNET, CLOSE UP PHOTO

Photographer: Bill Spilka

216.094

KAMINSKY STANDING OUTSIDE COLUMNED BUILDING

July 1968- NYC?

216.095

EDDIE CONDON'S CLUB, EXTERIOR

1940s- 47 West Third St. NYC
ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND POSED ONSTAGE

Shaw (standing)

1942?- The Breakers (enlisted club), Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING

Shaw (standing, clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet, back row, far right), band members

1942?- Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Marshall Brown (trombone)

1983 or prior- Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Marshall Brown (trombone), band members, audience
1983 or prior- Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC
216.102

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), band members
July 13, 1981- Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC

216.103

KAMINSKY SEATED WITH BOB HAGGERT

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Bob Haggert (right)
1940s or 1950s

216.104

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Jack Bland (guitar), Rod Cless (clarinet), Danny Alvin (drums),
Ray Coniff (trombone), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Art Hodes (piano)
1944?
Photographer: Blue Note Photo
216.105

**KAMINSKY POSED IN NAVY UNIFORM**

March 8, 1943

216.106

**52nd STREET IN NEW YORK CITY**

Pedestrians, buildings

May 13, 1947 - 52nd St. NYC

On Reverse: “See the tall building where 6 mos. ago there was none! Mr. Rockefeller is spreading out.”

216.107

**KAMINSKY CONVERSING WITH CONDON’S BAND**

L-R: Eddie Condon, Miff Mole, Max Kaminsky, Edmund Hall

1950s?

Photographer: Skipp Adelman
216.108
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND, CLOSE UP
L-R: Hot Lips Page (trumpet), Brad Gowans (trombone), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Bobby Hackett (trumpet)
1938- Belmont Plaza Hotel, NYC
Photographer: Otto Hess

216.109
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
L-R: Ernie Caceres (sax), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Bobby Hackett (trumpet), Benny Morton (trombone)

216.110
EXTERIOR OF JIMMY RYAN’S JAZZ CLUB WITH GEORG BRUNIS BANNER
Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC
216.111

KAMINSKY RECORDING THE LEE WILEY “GEORGE GERSHWIN” ALBUM

L-R: Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Lee Wiley (female), Joe Bushkin (seated)

Recording studio

Photographer: Otto F. Hess

216.112

KAMINSKY RECORDING THE LEE WILEY “GEORGE GERSHWIN” ALBUM

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Joe Bushkin (piano)

Recording studio

Photographer: Otto F. Hess

216.113

KAMINSKY RECORDING THE LEE WILEY “GEORGE GERSHWIN” ALBUM

Joe Bushkin (piano), Lee Wiley (vocals), Bud Freeman (sax)

Recording studio

Photographer: Otto F. Hess
216.114

BENNY GOODMAN POSED WITH OTHERS FOR AWARD PRESENTATION

L-R: Goodman, Hank Jones, Patti Page, Bobby Donaldson

Photographer: William “Popsie” Randolph

216.115

MAX KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Pee Wee Russell (Clarinet)

1960s- Staple High School; Westport, CN

216.116

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), band members

Photographer: Duncan P. Schiedt
ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING

Max Kaminsky (trumpet at far right), Max Pierce (second sax from left), Artie Shaw (standing, clarinet), Barney Spieler (bass)

1942-1944- Wellington, New Zealand

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET BESIDE W.C. HANDY STATUE

Handy Park; Beale St., Memphis, Tennessee

May 1960

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET IN NAVY UNIFORM

March 10, 1943
216.120
KAMINSKY HOLDING CLUB OF “CAVEMAN” STANDING TO HIS RIGHT
Kaminsky (club), Charlie Goyt/Croyt? (caveman, with trumpet)

216.121
KAMINSKY HOLDING TRUMPET, PROMO PHOTO
Photographer: William “Popsie” Randolph

216.122
KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, CLOSE UP
Photographer: Mal Levin
216.123

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET

Bergamo, Italy

Photographer: Cairati s. Caterina, 81 Bergamo, Italy

216.124

KAMINSKY GRINNING IN NAVY UNIFORM

(blurry photo)

1940s- Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

216.125

ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING

Max Kaminsky (second row, far right trumpet), Shaw

(standing, clarinet)

July 1943- USS Curtis, Far East Tour
ARTIE SHAW NAVY BAND PERFORMING
Shaw (clarinet, standing), band members
1943- Espiritu Santo, Vanuatu

KAMINSKY WITH INTROSPECTIVE GAZE

KAMINSKY SEATED, WATCHING TWO MEN CONVERSE
Kaminsky (center, trumpet), Eddie Condon? (right)
Photographer: Duncan P. Schiedt
216.128

KAMINSKY IN CONVERSATION

L-R: unknown, Max Kaminsky, Eddie Condon?

Photographer: Duncan P. Schiedt

216.129

KAMINSKY IN CONVERSATION

L-R: unknown, Max Kaminsky, Eddie Condon?

Photographer: Duncan P. Schiedt

216.130

KAMINSKY’S GROUP ABOARD MILITARY PLANE

(3 PHOTOS IN BOOK)

#1: possibly Kaminsky at far left, military personnel, Brandy
(agent mgr.) #2: Brandy taking photo, military man #3: military
personnel (possibly Kaminsky at left)

Aircraft en route to NATO concert in Germany
Kaminsky Snapshot

Kaminsky and Teagarden Onstage, at Microphone

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack Teagarden (trombone), Don Ewell (piano), other band members
January 21, 1959 - Okinawa, Japan
Photographer: A. DeMarco (marine corps photo)

Kaminsky Playing Trumpet Below W.C. Handy Statue

May 1960 - Handy Park, Beale St. Memphis, Tennessee
JAPANESE JAZZ BAND POSED WITH INSTRUMENTS
1958-1959? Japan, Far East Tour

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH TEAGARDEN SEXTET
L-R: Ronnie Greb (drums), Stan Puhls (bass), Jack Teagarden
(trombone), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Don Ewell (piano), Jerry
Fuller (clarinet)
1958-1959 Far East Tour; Madras, India

KAMINSKY, TEAGARDEN AND FULLER WITH BIKE ON
ASIAN STREET CORNER (small snapshot)
L-R: Jack Teagarden, Max Kaminsky, Jerry Fuller
1958-1959 Far East Tour
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH TEAGARDEN SEXTET
L-R: Jerry Fuller (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Ronnie Grebs (drums), Jack Teagarden (trombone)
1959-1959- Far East Tour; Osaka, Japan

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH TWO JAPANESE*
TRUMPETERS
Max Kaminsky (center)
1958-1959- Far East Tour *(marked “likely Japan”)

KAMINSKY POSED NEXT TO STATUE ON MOUNTAIN TOP
1958-1959- Far East Tour; Moulmein, Burma
See: My Life in Jazz, p.227
216.140

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH TEAGARDEN'S BAND
FOR TELEVISION SHOW?

L-R: Don Ewell (piano), unknown bassist, Jerry Fuller (clarinet),
Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack Teagarden (trombone)

216.141

KAMINSKY PERFORMING AT PARK

Kaminsky (trumpet), unknown

Lunch Concert in park sponsored by Musicians Union

216.142

KAMINSKY WITH ARMSTRONG AND ALLEN AT TABLE

L-R: Louis Armstrong, Max Kaminsky, Red Allen

Bourbon Street Bar, 48th Street, NYC

On Photo: “Closing night. Eddie [Condon?] said we look like
it’s closing”
216.143

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN

L-R: unknown piano, Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Louis Armstrong (trumpet), Zutty Singleton (drums), Brad Gowans (trombone), unknown cornet, Eddie Condon (guitar), Max Kaminsky (trumpet, right); students

c.1942- Walt Whitman School

Photographer: Charles Peterson

216.144

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, CLOSE UP, PROFILE

216.145

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, CLOSE UP, DIRECT VIEW
216.146
KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, CLOSE UP, VIEW DOWN HORN

216.147
KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, CLOSE UP, BLURRED

216.148
NICK’S CLUB EXTERIOR WITH ADVERTISEMENT FOR BOBBY HACKETT AND THE DIXIELAND JAZZ BAND

Nick’s Club
216.149

KAMINSKY POSED WITH BAND MEMBERS (photo acidified)

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), band members

“The Old Metropole” (Metropole Hotel, NYC?)

216.150

KAMINSKY CLAPPING AT MICROPHONE

Kaminsky (mic, trumpet), band members, audience

Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC

216.151

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), band members

Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC
KAMINSKY RIDING ELEPHANT

Kaminsky, elephant copilot, elephant

Far East Tour?

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, SILHOUETTE
(damaged on edges)

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), band members

1985- Manasas Jazz Festival
216.155

KAMINSKY DINING AT FESTIVAL

Max Kaminsky (left), other participants

1985- Manassas Jazz Festival

216.156

SOL YAGED PRACTICING CLARINET WITH OTHERS

L-R: Freddie Martin, Steve Allen, Sol Yaged

March 5, 1959

Inscribed on photo: “To my friend Max Kaminsky, Thanks for Everything – Sol Yaged”

216.157

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET

Photographer: Robert Parent
216.158

**BUD FREEMAN DRIVING GO KART** (some damage)

May 1960- Outside Motel

216.159

**BUD FREEMAN DRIVING GO KART**

May 1960- Outside Motel

On Reverse: “George Wettling, Bud Freeman Kidding Around”

216.160

**GEORGE WETTLING DRIVING GO KART**

(water damage)

May 1960- Outside Motel
216.161

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), other band members

216.162

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), trombonist, bassist

216.163

EXTERIOR OF WHAT WAS THE HICKORY HOUSE

(NOW JOE'S PIER 52)

August 1981 - formerly Hickory House, 144 W. 52nd St., NYC
216.164

DETAIL OF PLAQUE HONORING BEIDERBECKE DEBUT

Former location of Cinderella Dance Palace, NYC

216.165

EXTERIOR OF NICK’S CLUB (Very small photo)

Nick’s Club, NYC

216.166

ARTIE SHAW BAND PERFORMING

Shaw (standing, clarinet). Max Kaminsky (? top row, far left)

1941- Strand Theatre, NYC

Photographer: Arsene Studio
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Clarinetist
Jimmy Ryan’s Jazz Club, 52nd St., NYC

BIX BEIDERBECKE GRAVE SITE
Davenport, Iowa

KAMINSKY CONVERSING WITH A MAN
Max Kaminsky (left)
216.170

JACK TEAGARDEN AT MICROPHONE, VIEW FROM BELOW STAGE

(very small photo)

Far East Tour?

216.171

KAMINSKY WITH OTHER MUSICIANS IN RECORDING STUDIO

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), musicians

Recording Studio

216.172

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), clarinetist, banjoist, others
216.173

KAMINSKY AT MICROPHONE, PERFORMING WITH BAND
Max Kaminsky (mic holding trumpet), other band members
Possibly San Antonio, TX? (See drum kit)

216.174

OLD STYLE LAMP POST ON 5TH AVE. AT W 32ND ST.
Lamp post with building in background
5th Ave. at W 32nd St., NYC

216.175

JACK TEAGARDEN'S SEXTET PERFORMING WITH JAPANESE* MUSICIANS
Jack Teagarden (white trombonist), Kaminsky (seated holding trumpet), Jerry Fuller (clarinet, right of Kaminsky), Ronnie Greb (drums), Don Ewell (piano), local musicians, audience
1958-1959-Far East Tour *(Same scene as 216.138 marked “likely Japan”)*
216.176

FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN’S JAZZ CLUB
(NOW PARKING GARAGES)
August 1981- 52nd St., NYC

216.177

DETAIL OF ROYAL APT’S 152-4 SIGN
October 1975- 49th St., NYC
On Reverse: “Where Shaw’s mgr. Begged me to help Shaw in ‘47 when I was working with Goodman in the Café Rouge.”

216.178

KAMINSKY PROMO PHOTO CONTACT SHEET
Multiple poses with hat, glasses and bowtie
216.179

VIEW OF 51ST ST. AND 5TH AVE. FROM ST. PATRICK’S STAIRS

c.1970s- St. Patrick’s Stairs

216.180

“BUILDING ON 32ND AND 5TH AND 6TH (SEE REVERSE)

32nd and 5th and 6th, NYC

216.181

HURLEY’S RADIO CITY RESTAURANT, EXTERIOR

Pedestrians passing in front

October 1975- NYC
"LOOK AT LOT WHERE BEST’S WAS"

NYC

STREET VIEW, 49TH STREET, 6TH AND 7TH

1975- 49th Street, 6th and 7th NYC

STREET SIGN FOR W 52ND STREET

W 52nd St. NYC
216.185

KAMINSKY FLIPPING THROUGH MUSIC BOOK ON STAND

Kaminsky (right), saxophonist

216.186

KAMINSKY LAUGHING WITH GROUP OF MUSICIANS

Max Kaminsky (center), other musicians

216.187

“ARMY TRUCK DISABLED ON 36TH ST.”

Amused military personnel, one holding “DANGER BACKBLAST AREA” sign

36th Street, NYC
216.188

“ARMY TRUCK DISABLED ON 36TH ST.”

Military personnel

36th Street, NYC

216.189

KAMINSKY PLAYING WITH BAND IN RECORDING STUDIO

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), other musicians

1970s? Recording Studio

216.190

VIEW OF AUDIENCE PRIOR TO AN OUTDOOR CONCERT
216.191

LARGE CROWD OUTSIDE BOOKSTORE EACH PERSON HOLDING UP A DIFFERENT BOOK FOR THE CAMERA

Photo participants, bystanders

1970s- B. Dalton Booksellers- NYC?

216.192

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (cornet, far left), Dave Tough (drums), other musicians

1950- Detroit

Photographer: Duncan P. Schiedt

216.193

KAMINSKY AT DINNER TABLE WITH TEAGARDEN AND OTHERS

Clockwise from top: Jack Teagarden, Ronnie Greb, Stan Puhls, Don Ewell, Jerry Fuller?, Max Kaminsky, unknown women

Photographer: Jack Bradley
216.194

KAMINSKY HOLDING TRUMPET (PROMO PHOTO)
1950s?
Photographer: David Workman

216.195

KAMINSKY LAUGHING, HOLDING TRUMPET
(PROMO PHOTO)
1960s?

216.196

EXTERIOR OF “JULIUS” BAR/STOREFRONT
1940s?
ARTIST BESIDE PAINTING OF PEE WEE RUSSELL

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, CLOSE UP

KAMINSKY ON STREETCORNER IN ASIA

Max Kaminsky (left), unknown man
KAMINSKY BAND GROUP PHOTO


Photographer: Duncan P. Schiedt

KAMINSKY PROMO PHOTO WITH HAT, GLASSES AND BOWTIE

1970s?

KAMINSKY PROMO PHOTO WITH HAT, GLASSES AND BOWTIE

1970s?
216.203

FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN'S JAZZ CLUB
(NOW PARKING GARAGES)
August 1981- 52nd St. NYC

216.204

AUDIENCE AND BAND AWAITING OUTDOOR SOCIETY FUNCTION CONCERT

Audience, band members (Kaminsky not visible)

June 1960

216.205

KAMINSKY BAND PLAYING SOCIETY FUNCTION, VIEW OF BALLROOM

Audience, dancers, Kaminsky (not visible)

June 1960
216.206

KAMINSKY BAND AT SOCIETY FUNCTION, VIEW OF OUTDOOR AREA

Band from rear (Kaminsky not visible), Audience, dancers

June 1960

216.207

FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN’S JAZZ CLUB
(NOW PARKING GARAGES)

August 1981- 52nd St., NYC

216.208

FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN’S JAZZ CLUB
(NOW PARKING GARAGES)

August 1981- 52nd St., NYC
216.209

**EXTERIOR OF WHAT WAS THE HICKORY HOUSE**

**(NOW JOE'S PIER 52)**

August 1981- formerly Hickory House, 144 W. 52nd St., NYC


216.210

**FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN'S JAZZ CLUB**

**(NOW PARKING GARAGES)**

August 1981- 52nd St., NYC


216.211

**AREA SURROUNDING FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN'S JAZZ CLUB**

August 1981- 52nd St., NYC
216.212

AREA SURROUNDING FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN'S JAZZ CLUB

Pedestrians, in foreground

August 1981- 52nd St., NYC

216.213

AREA SURROUNDING FORMER LOCATION OF JIMMY RYAN'S JAZZ CLUB

August 1981- 52nd St., NYC

216.214

EXTERIOR OF WHAT WAS THE HICKORY HOUSE

(NOW JOE'S PIER 52)

August 1981- formerly Hickory House, 144 W. 52nd St., NYC
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Kansas Fields (drums)

KAMINSKY WITH CONDON’S BAND IN STUDIO
Max Kaminsky (trumpet), Jack Lesberg (bass), Eddie Condon (guitar), other band members
1950s?-CBS Studio? (see microphone)
Photographer: New York Public Library at Lincoln Center

KAMINSKY GROUP PHOTO
Max Kaminsky (right), two others
Bar Harbor, Maine
Photo marked “Billy Mitchell”, possibly one of others in picture or who they were gigging with
216.218

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet at left), Hot Lips Page (trumpet at center), other band members, audience
Voice of America Broadcast/Performance
Photographer: Jack Bradley

216.219

VIEW OF W. 50TH ST.

Pedestrians, cars, buildings
August 1981- W 50th St., NYC

216.220

KAMINSKY ONSTAGE, LAUGHING BEHIND MICROPHONE

Max Kaminsky (behind mic), other band members
August 1974
216.221

KAMINSKY ONSTAGE AT MICROPHONE

Max Kaminsky (behind mic), other band members

August 1974

(some damage to photo)

216.222

AWNING OF JIMMY RYAN’S DIXIELAND JAZZ CLUB WITH
KAMINSKY FEATURED ON BILL

(pedestrian in view)

Ryan’s Dixieland Jazz Club, 52nd St. NYC

216.223

KAMINSKY PROMO PHOTO CONTACT SHEET

Multiple poses with hat, glasses and bowtie
BAND SERENADING ERNIE ANDERSON

Ernie Anderson (seated, sunglasses), Pee Wee Russell (clarinet), Dave Bowman, unknown trumpet, Brad Gowans?

KAMINSKY ON NEW ORLEANS THEMED SET WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (front, microphone), other bandmembers

KAMINSKY PERFORMING ON NEW ORLEANS THEMED SET WITH BAND

Max Kaminsky (trumpet), other bandmembers
KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND ON GLEASON TELEVISION SET
Max Kaminsky (beside piano, second from left), Jackie Gleason (trumpet), other band members
1962

KAMINSKY WITH BILLIE HOLIDAY AND OTHERS
Bud Freeman (far left, behind piano), Eddie Condon (at right of piano with drink), Billie Holiday (female), Ernie Anderson (sunglasses), Max Kaminsky (drums), other band members
1959 or prior
Photographer: Charles Peterson

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND
Max Kaminsky (trumpet), other band members
Photographer: Ed Phyfe
216.230

DIXIELAND HALL EXTERIOR WITH SIGN

November 1973- Stuttgart, Germany

216.231

HOTEL TAFT EXTERIOR AND SURROUNDING STREET

August 1981- 152 West 51st Street, NYC

216.232

HOTEL TAFT EXTERIOR AND SURROUNDING STREET

August 1981- 152 West 51st Street, NYC
216.233

STREET VIEW WITH MIKE MANUCHE RESTAURANT AMONG OTHERS VISIBLE

August 1981- NYC

216.234

STREET VIEW WITH MIKE MANUCHE RESTAURANT AMONG OTHERS VISIBLE

August 1981- NYC

216.235

VIEW TOWARD ROOF OF APARTMENT BUILDING OR HOTEL

August 1981- NYC
216.236

MUSICIANS IN RECORDING STUDIO

Possibly Max Kaminsky with face covered by microphone,
other musicians

November 1959- Recording Studio

216.237

VIEW OF NEW YORK CITY FROM CENTRAL PARK

216.238

METROPOLE GO GO BUILDING SIGN AND STREET VIEW

August 1981- NYC
METROPOLE GO GO BUILDING SIGN AND STREET VIEW

August 1981 - NYC

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Jack Bland (guitar, partially obscured), Max Kaminsky (behind Kansas Fields), Pops Foster (bass at left), Kansas Fields (drums at left), other musicians

Scarsdale High School?

“A GREAT DAY IN HARLEM” OR “HARLEM 1958”

(left to right, in rows starting at the back): Benny Golson, Art Farmer, Wilbur Ware, Hilton Jefferson, Art Blakey, Chubby Jackson, Johnny Griffin, Dicky Wells, Buck Clayton, Taft Jordan, Zutty Singleton, Red Allen, Sonny Greer, Jimmy Jones, Tyree Glenn, Miff Mole, Jay C.Higginbotham, Charles Mingus, Jo Jones, Gene Krupa, Osie Johnson, Max Kaminsky, George Wettling, Bud Freeman, Pee Wee Russell, Buster Bailey, Scoville Browne, Bill Crump, Ernie Wilkins, Sahib Shihab, Sonny Rollins, Gigi Gryce, Hank Jones, Eddie

Summer 1958- 126th St. Between Fifth and Madison Aves, Harlem

Photographer: Art Kane

216.242

**KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND**

Max Kaminsky (at microphone), other musicians

August 1973- Noontime Concerts in the Park, NYC

216.243

**VIEW OF ST. PATRICK’S CATHEDRAL WITH ADJACENT EMPTY LOT WHERE BERT’S USED TO BE**

NYC
216.244

VIEW OF CARTIER JEWELERS EXTERIOR

653 Fifth Ave, NYC

216.245

VIEW OF CARTIER JEWELERS EXTERIOR

653 Fifth Ave, NYC

216.246

NEW YORK CITY STREET VIEW
BAND PERFORMING AT GENNETT RECORDS

KAMINSKY GROUP PHOTO FOR WEDDING?

Max Kaminsky (back row, fourth from left), other musicians,
Libby and Bob Allen (couple at forefront?)
Inscribed: “Dear Max, You and the band were just great!
Thanks! Libby & Bob Allen (10/17/70)”

MAN SMOKING PIPE

(small, damaged photo)
216.250

KAMINSKY POSED NEXT TO STATUE ON MOUNTAIN TOP

(enlargement of 216.044)

1958-1959 - Far East Tour; Moulmein, Burma

See: My Life in Jazz, p.227

216.251

KAMINSKY PLAYING TRUMPET, CLOSE UP

216.252

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH GLEASON

Max Kaminsky (trumpet, center), Jackie Gleason (cornet, right), Pee Wee Russell ? (clarinet), other bandmembers

Photographer: Israel Goldstein
ELLINGTON AND CALLOWAY JAMMING WITH OTHERS

L-R: Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Duke Ellington (guitar), Rex Stewart, Cab Calloway (piano), unknown, Ivie Anderson. Possibly Max Kaminsky in background, turned away from camera.

August 1939- Private Jam Session, NYC

Photographer: Charles Peterson

KAMINSKY PERFORMING WITH BAND

Artie Shaw (clarinet), Max Kaminsky (trumpet), other bandmembers

KAMINSKY SEATED AT TABLE PLAYING CARDS